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aM S m C T
Expert sy st ems are computer sy st ems which simulate p r o b ­
le m- sol vi ng be haviour oE human experts, thus re aching 
similar conclusions. Commercial applications of ex pe rt 
systems are not yet widespread. This research paper 
d o cuments by way of a case study, the de ve lop me nt of 
FOREX, an expert sy st em in the do ma in of Income tax, 
spec ifi ca lly the tax implications of transactions in 
foreign c u r r e n c i e s . The ob jective of the research is to 
provide practical guidelines In the ar ea s of knowledge 
a c qu isi ti on and elicitation, the en coding and s t r u c ­
turing of the el icited knowledge, and the ut il ity of 
using ex pe rt sy st em shells. The paper reviews the c o n ­
cepts of expert systems and ex isting Income tax expert 
systems are e x a m i n e d . The do ma in of FOREX Is discussed. 
The kn owledge ac qu isi ti on and elicitation process used 
in the de ve lop me nt of FOREX is de scribed as well as the 
methods used for encoding the k n o w l e d g e . The ut il ity of 
using off- the -s hel f shells Is discussed. The me th ods 
used to va lidate the sy st em are al so described. This is 
followed by a sample co ns ult at ion wi th the co mpleted 
system. The paper concludes wi th the findings of the 
research relating to tax-based expert systems, the d o ­
main of Income tax, knowledge ac qu isi ti on and e l i c i t a ­
tion, the en coding of knowledge, the ut il ity of using 
shells and the va li dat in g of s y s t e m s .
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V . IM T R D D U C T I O H ■
Th e concept o£ expert sy stems is becoming an i n cr ea­
s i ng ly morn popular topic In South Africa am on g people 
w h o are involved pr imarily in the Information te ch nol og y 
field. For example, j major co nf ere nc e on ex pe rt sy st ems 
was re cently held at the C o un cil for Sc ie nti fi c and 
Industrial Research Ir. Pr et ori a (Computer Mail, 1988), 
Also the computer so ci ety of So ut h Africa has cr ea ted a 
special Interest gr ou p in Art.lfic'al Intelligence wh ic h 
has been organising regular, open meetings since the 
be ginning ut 1986.
Expert systems are computer systems which at te mpt to 
simulate the pr ob lem -s olv in g behaviour of hu ma ns an d go 
reach similar conclusions as would human experts wi th in 
j particular field of k n o w l e d g e . The concept of ex pe rt 
systems drone out of re se arc h into Artificial I n t e l ­
ligence i A I ) during the 1 9 7 0 's (Forsyth, 1986). Wi ns ton 
(op cll huf-nl et a l ., 1986 ) de fi nes AI as "the s t ud y of 
ideas which enable computers to do the things that make 
people se em i n t e lli ge nt". other technologies fl ow ing 
from AI are, fur example, ro bo tic s and speech ge ne rat io n 
anti recognition.
A number oi expert systems deve lop ed have pr ov en to be 
highly s u c c e s s f u l . Certain ex am ple s are quoted time and
/
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ag ai n In the literature. These u s ua lly Include the s y s ­
tems R l /X CnN and Dlpmetec Advisor, de ta ils o£ which are
disc uss ed by Bobtow et al. (1966), MY CI N and DENDRALL
Crefer Po llltzer and Jenkins (1985) for brief d e s c r i p ­
tions] and XSEL {McDermott, 1982). While systems such as 
the above, are always me ntioned in the literature, some 
au th ors su ch aa Kartlns (1984) ar gu e that expert systems 
are o v e r s o l d . Martins sayn for example, that for a p p l i ­
ca ti ons of mo de st v-mplexlty, mo st expert s y st em code is 
hard to understand, c. bug, extend and maintain. He also 
st at es that current of f- the-shelf tools Tshells) cost 
too mucn, that they are poorly supported, fiat they lack 
ad eq uat e documentation, are hard to use ant that they 
hiivp limited ap pl ica bi lit y to co mp lex p r o b l e m s ,
Ttil:- pap*r do cuments the de ve lop me nt of an expert system 
in ir.c^mc- tux using an off-the-shelf s h e l l . The de v e l o p ­
ment of the sy st em is di scussed from the point of view
r-t 'i nnn-cxpvrt in the field of expert sy st em t e ch no­
logy. The research report has three emphasis:
l.tt hitjhl ‘ghts the prac tic al ity of using expert sys-
2.It disc usK es the practical problems encountered In 
the know led ge acquisition p r o c e s s .
3.It disc uss es the practical problems encountered 
the know led ge encoding process.
Thu re se arc h report first disc uss es the re search objec-
tlve and t‘ n methodologies ut ilized In carrying out the 
research. The paper then d i sc uss er the co ncept of ex pe rt 
systems, What an expert s y s t e m  Is, the components of an 
system, Its advantages and benefits, and the d i s a d v a n ­
tages and limitations of su ch sy st ems are discussed, 
following this, current systems In the domain of Income 
tax which have been identified fr om a su rv ey of the 
current literature, are examined, The paper then d o c u ­
ments the knowledge do ma in of the sy st em developed, 
na me ly south African income tax with specific re ference 
to transactions In foreign currencies. The kn owledge 
a c qu isi ti on process utilized In the development of the 
sy st em Is then discussed. This Is followed by a d e s c r i p ­
tion of th- methods used to encode the knowledge and a 
d i sc uss io n of the problems encountered In using an off- 
the itielf shell lor the system. The methods used to 
v a lidate the sy st em are then described. The paper ends 
with a sample consultation using the sy st em deve lop ed 
and co ncludes with a su mm ary of the problems en co unt er ed 
and the methods developed to overcome the problems.
.4
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2 .RESEARCH O B JE CTI VE AN D METHODOLOGY
To date most expert sy stems have been de v e l o p e d  by 
researchers and acad emi cs whose area of e x pe rti se is in 
the field of information technology. In order for the 
concept of ex pe rt systems to realise its full potential, 
it is nece ssa ry to obtain the support of people outside 
the field of information technology. These wi ll be the 
persons who will make use of such systems in their da ll y 
t a s k s . To make av ailable the technology to such people, 
the praot trel diff icu lt ies of constructing and using 
expert sy stems must be identified and solved. Th is would 
then enable pe rs ons not au fait with the th eo ry of 
“Xpert systems to e m pl oy the te ch nol og y for their own
The purpose of this-, research is to provide prac tic al and 
general guidelines to others who wish to d< el op expert 
i.yctems for their own u in dr y area of expertise. The 
objective of the resear'.t • srefore is to id en tif y pr ob­
lems which can ar is e when developing a practical expert 
sy st em ap pl ica ti on and *« provide solu tio ns to such 
problems where possible.
The focus of the research was su cc ess iv ely on:
1 .The el ic ita ti on of the knowledge in the d o m a i n  of
To date most expert systems have been de ve lop ed by 
researchers and acad emi cs whose area of expe rti se Is In 
the field of Information te'.l.r.ology. In order for the 
co ncept of ex pe rt sy st ems to realize Its full potential, 
It Is nece ssa ry to ob ta in the su pp ort of people outside 
the field of Information technology. Th es e will be the 
persons who wi ll make use of such systems In their da il y 
tasks. To mane av ailable the te ch nol og y ti such people, 
the practical diff icu lt ies of co ns tru ct ing and using 
expert systems murt be identified and solve' This would 
then enable persons not au fait wi ,eory of
expert sy st ems to e m pl oy the te ch nol og y for their own
The1 purpose of this re search is to provide pr actical and 
' ral gu id eli ne s to others who wish to d e ve lop ex pe rt
i. ems for their own use in ar.y area of expertise. The 
objective of the re search thervfora is to id entify p r o b ­
lems which ca n arise wh en de ve lop in g a pr actical expert 
sy st em ap pl ica ti on and tr. n o v l d e  so lutions to such 
problems whore possible.
The focus of the research . , succ ess iv ely on:
l.The el ic ita ti on oi thi . edge in the d o m a i n  of
income! tax.
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2 .The represe nt ati on of the el icited k n o w l e d g e .
3 .The u t il ity of us in g si off-the -s hel f ex pe rt sy st em 
I'hell the cons tru ct ion of the system.
The .research thus addr ess es the fo llowing three br oa dly 
de fined areas:
2 . The kn owledge ac qu isi ti on process:
Which me th ods and techniques can be used to ac quire the 
nece ssa ry kn ow led ge ? What problems arise wh en ac quiring 
the ex pert's knowledge using the me th ods and techniques 
selected?
2.Structuring the ac quired k n o w l e d g e :
What methods should be used for st ru ctu ri ng the a c ­
quired knowledge for the purpose of en coding the expert 
sy st em knowledge base? What pr oblems arise when s t ru c­
turing the el icited knowledge?
3.Using expert sy st em shells:
What problem:', are encountered wh en using an off-the- 
shelf shell? What are the limitations of such a shell?
The research therefore provides an interface be tw een the 
t h eo ry and practical applications. Th is re po rt do es not 
address the problems of hardware an d so ftware se lection 
for expert sy st em a p p l i c a t i o n s .
The re search was un de rta ke n by wa y of a case study. The 
case st ud y do cuments the de ve lop me nt of an ex pe rt system 
w i th in a kn owledge do ma in in which the author has some
4$
experience, namely south At rlean Income tax. The ex pe rt 
sy st em was de veloped wi th in a specific su b- dom ai n na me ly 
the Income tax implications of transactions In fo re ign 
currencies. The system, named FOREX, was de v e l o p e d  b y  
the author using the ex pertise of chartered ac co unt an ts 
employed by the Department of Finance, Inland Revenue.
".’he research report do cuments the methods used to a c ­
quire the ne cessary knowledge for the system, h o p  the 
knowledge was encoded, what problems and li mi tat io ns 
arose when using an expert sy st em shell and ho w the 
s y st em wan validated. A sa mp le co ns ult at ion la also 
document t»d .
ft is hope.? thu! this research will contribute to the 
development r.f co mm erc ia lly viable expert systems, Not 
murk h.ic M-i-n wr it ten on the south African ex pe rie nc e In 
this .egard. This research report Is therefore a c o n t r i ­
bution, sp ur !fi eu lly with regard to the pr actical p r o b ­
lems uf developing working and viable expert systems.
fi nally It is hoped th<’t this research may. In Its own 
small way, contribute to al le via ti ng the pr ob lem of the 
shortage of skilled manpower in South Africa, by en co u- 
ragiig the development of expert systems and so ma ki ng 
av ailable experts' knowledge to a much wider audience.
3.BXPMT..8TSTSKS
As stated previously, expert systems are a resu lta nt 
t echnology ol Initial rese arc h Into the concept of A r t i ­
ficial intelligence, what ex a c t l y  are expert systems, 
what do they do, how are they constructed, what ate 
their advantages, their di sa dva nt age s and li mi tat io ns? 
This chapter br ie fly disc uss es the concepts of ex pe rt 
systems. The de fi nit io ns and features of expert sy st ems 
are examined. This is followed by a discussion of the 
structure and co mp one nt s of a typical expert ystem. 
Thereafter the tasks which ex pe rt systems p e rf orm are 
looked at, This Is followed b y  a discussion of the 
advantages of expert sy st ems over conventional programs 
and the benefits such systems hold In. F i na lly the 
di sa dva nt age s and limitations are examined.
3.1.Definition
Buchanan and Duda (1983) de fi ne an expert sy st em as 
being "a co mputer p r og ram that provides ex pe rt- le vel 
so lutions to Important problems and that Is;
1.Heuristic; - Re as ons with judgemental and formal 
kn o w l e d g e .
2 .Tra nsp ar ent: - Pr ovides an ex pl ana ti on of its line of 
reasoning.
3.Flexible: - Integrates new knowledge In crementally."
Adding to this definition, F o rs yth (1986) has Identified 
the following checklist of features that e x pe rt systems 
m a y have:
1.Expert systems are limited to r e l a t i v e l y  na rr ow 
domains of ex p e r t i s e .
l.They reason with uncertain data and un re lia bl e rules.
3.They ex pl ain their wa y of re asoning in a
comprehensible way.
4 .The facts and Inference m e ch ani sm are separate.
5.The systems gr ow Incrementally.
6 .The systems are usually rule-based.
7.They deliver advice as their output.
3.2,Components
A expert sy st em can be se en to be a co mputer pr og ram 
which consists of a number of se mi -au to nom ou s c o mp o­
nents . Forsyth (1986) gives a ef fective summary. [Refer 
also to Hayes-Rotn (1985) and Luconi et al. (19861 for 
graphic descriptions.) An expert sy st em consists of:
1.A knowledge b a s e .
2.An inference engine,
3.An explanatory Inte rfa ce.
(.A knowledge acquisition module (optional).
2 ,1 .The knowledoi
.s one of the two fundamental co mp one nt s of an 
system. The knowledge base co ntains the essential 
ition about the domain of expertise. This usually
4consists of the e x p e r t ’s knowledge, judgemental and 
experiential, wh ic h Is encoded In ap pr opr ia te forms. The 
knowledge us ua lly comp ris es the following elements:
1.Do ma in terms: - The technical words and ja rg on used
by the experts In the domain.
2.Structural relationships: - The Interactions of c o m ­
ponent entitles w i th in the domain.
3.Causal relationships: - The ca us e-e ff ect relatlon-
-hlpa between co mp one nt s In the domain.
various methods are used to encode this type of In f o r m a ­
tion. There are four main methods:
1.If Then rules: - The knowledge Is encoded In the form 
of co nd iti on /co nc lu sio n structures. For example, a rule 
encoding medical Information might look like this;
IF temperature - 38 and patient » vomiting 
t h e n  patient = sick.
2.Semantic nets: - The zelations among objects are
represented by links b e tw een modes: e.g. cats are
m a m m a l s .
3.Frames: - The knowledge ab ou t an object is pr esented
In the form of a ge ne ral is ed record structure (I.e.
4.Horn clausesi - This is a form of predicate logic on 
which PR OL OG (a pr og ram mi ng language) Is based.
Host systems deve lop ed to date make use of the If/Then 
rule format. Hayes-Roth (1985) says that this is
4co nsists o£ the ex pert's knowledge, judgemental, and 
experiential, which Is en co ded In ap pr opr ia te forms. The 
knowledge us ua lly co mprises the fo llowing e l e m e n t s :
1.Domain t e r m s : - The tech nic al wo rd s and jargon used
by the experts In the domain.
2.Structural relationships: - The interactions of c o m ­
ponent en tities wi th in the Comein.
3.Causal relationships: - The ca us e-e £f ect re la tio n­
ships between co mp one nt s in the domain.
Various methods are used to encode th is type of in fo rma­
tion. There are four ma in methods:
1 . rt-Then rules: - The know led ge Is encoded in the form 
of co nd iti on /co nc lu sio n structures. For example, a rv' 
en coding medical information mi gh t look like this;
If temperature = 38 and pa ti ent = vomiting 
t h e n  patient = aick.
2.semantic nets: - The re lations among object;, a^e
represented by links b e tw een modes: e.g. cats are
m a m m a l s .
3.Frames: - The knowledge ab ou t an object is presented 
In the form of a ge ne ral is ed record structure (i.e. 
frame fo r m a t ) .
4.Horn c l a u s e s : - This is a fo rm of predicate logic on
which PR OL OG (a pr og ram mi ng l a n g u a g e ) is based.
Hc.st systems deve lop ed to date make use of the If/Then 
rule format. Ha ye s-R ot h (1985) says that this is
curr ent ly the best way of co difying the pr o b l e m  solving 
kn ow h o w  of expert systems. While this ma y be the most 
wi de ly used method, it must be noted that for some 
domains the If/Then rule format ma y not be suitable.
This Is the mech ani sm which the p r og ram em ploys to 
search and reason In order to solve probler , There are 
two pr inciple reasoning strategies:
1.Forward chaining: - Here the sy st em works forward
from the ev idence supplied to It, to the conclusions.
2.Backward chain'ng: - This Is the reverse. Here the
sy st em works fr om the hypothesis and tests for data to 
either support or refute the hypothesis.
Many systems em pl oy both forward and ba ckward chaining 
strategies. Buchanan and Duda (1983) describe the 
reasoning me th ods as control strategies. forward 
chaining is described as da ta -dr iv en control, while 
backward chaining is culled go ai -dt Iv en control.
3 . 2 .3.The explanatory interface
A feature of expert systems is that they are able to 
e x pl ain their reasoning methods and justify their co n­
clusions. The ex pl ana to ry Interface provides a partial 
trace through an expert system's reas oni ng process, 
giving easy to understand ex pl ana ti ons and reasons on 
request. It has been su ggested that the interface be-
tween an e x pe rt s y st em and U s  human user m a y  be a 
critical issue In expert sy st em de si gn (Carroll and 
McKendree, 1967). coombs and Alty (1984) al so emphasize 
the Importance of a system's explanations.
3. 2. 4.The kn ow led qe -ac ou la lti on module
While many ex pe rt systems do not contain this component, 
it has been su gg est ed that expert systems should contain 
a module wh ic h aids In the ac qu isi ti on of the expert's 
knowledge. Th is would assist in the co ns tru ct ion of 
commercial a p p l ica ti ons by ensuring that the process of 
prototyping Is carried out more ea si ly and more rapidly. 
In this regard, some researchers have gone as fat as to 
construct sepa rat e expert systems wh ic h provide as si s­
tance in buil din g knowledge-based systems. TE 1RESIAS Is 
an example of su ch a sy st em <Da vi s,1979),
3,3.suitable tasks for expert systems
Various ap pr oac he s have been adopted to the cl as sif ic a­
tion of ex pe rt sy st em tasks. Stefik et al. (1962) nave 
identified a number of di fferent types of tasks as being 
suitable for ex pe rt systems to perform. Th ey ca ta log the 
following ge ne ric expert tasks as possible candtdetes 
for expert systems:
1.Interpretation; - Analysing data to dete rmi ne their
2.Diagnosis: - pr oc ess of fault fi nd ing in a sy st em
based on the Interpretation of data.
■ > ,  .
3.Monitoring: - Co nt i n u o u s l y  Interpreting si gn als to
set o££ alarms when In te rve nt ion Is required.
4.Prediction: - Fo re cas ti ng the Euture £rom a model o£ 
the past and present.
5.Planning: - Cr eating a pr og ram o£ actions to fo ll ow 
Ir, order to achieve a goal.
6.Design: - Making specifi ca tio ns to create objects
that sa tisfy particular requirements.
Basden 11983) cl as sif ie s the roles of ex pe rt systems 
from the viewpoint of the end users and identifies the 
following roles in wh ic h ex pe rt systems can be used:
1 .Consultancy: - Here expert systems are used by non-
specialists to ob ta in sp ec ial is t advice and help In 
accomplishing some task,
k.checklist: - Be ca use expert systems, unlike humans,
c m n o h  forget, users can use such systems as c h ec k- 
1 let::, An advantage over a paper checklist Is that an 
expert system could intelli ge ntl y select or order the 
Qu e s t i o n s ,
3.Training: - Systems could be used in a tr ai nin g role.
4.Refining expertise: - The sy st em may help in id en ti­
fying the ar ea s in which the specialists have gaps in 
their knowledge.
5.Communication medium: - A  expert system, with its 
knowledge base, could be se en to be an ac ti ve textbook 
or notebook. Vital Know led ge of experts, wh ic h is not 
usually available on paper, could be stored an d so made
43.Monitoring: - Co nt i n u o u s l y  Interpreting si gn als to
set off al ar ms when Inte rve nt ion Is required.
4 .PredictIon: - Fo re cas ti ng the future from a mo de l of 
the past and present.
5.Planning: - Cr eating a p r og ram of ac ti ons to fo ll ow 
In order to achieve a goal.
6.Design: - Ma ki ng specifi ca tio ns to create objects
that satisfy particular requirements,
Basden (1983) cl as sif ie s the roles of expert systems 
from the viewpoint of the end users and Identifies the 
following roles in wh ic h ex pe rt systems can be u s e d :
1 .Consultancy: - Here ex pe rt systems are used by non-
speclallsts to obtain sp ec ial is t advice and he lp in 
accomplishing sw,„<_ t o . .
l. ch eck l1st: - Because expert systems, unlike humans,
c n m o t  forget, users can use such systems as c h e c k - 
lictr.. An ad vantage over a paper checklist Is that an 
expert sy st em could intelli ge ntl y select or or de r the 
questions.
3.Training: - Systems co ul d be used In a tr ai nin g role.
4.Refining expertise: - The sy st em may help In Id en ti­
fying the ar ea s in wh ic h the specialists have gaps in 
their knowledge.
5.Communication medium: - A expert system, wi th Its 
knowledge base, could be seen to be an active textbook 
oi notebook, Vital know led ge of experts, which is not 
us ua lly available on paper, could be stored and so made
3.4.Advantage-, a nd Ben«>£iCs
Expert systems are cl ai med to have a nosiber of a d v a n ­
tages over conventional programs. Basden (1983) lists 
these as being;
1.Fl ex ibi li ty o£ expression: - Ex pe rt sy st ems are ab le
to em bo dy knowledge in va rious forms, £rom ru le-o£- 
Lhumt? to more formal e x p e r t i s e , Co mp lex re lations can 
be c o d i f i e d .
2 .H um an•1 Ike yr reaalng: - The systems pe rf orm a hu ma n- 
1 Ik* £'>tm at re.uMnlrig, uali.; rules, facts and levels 
of relationships. Users can feel more af fi nit y to this 
type of reasoning. Th ey can al so qu estion the s y s t e m  to 
pxii.iin It? Hr," of reasoning,
3.Ease of expression: - The language In which the k n o w ­
ledge t'.ir.e is encoded is v e r y  close to the language 
use-3 t>y Ui» '•xp^rts, sy stems are therefore more ea si ly 
underst'.'C'd by users who are not ne ce ssa ri ly co mputer
4.U n rp yta ln ty: - Unce rta in and conflicting da ta ca n be 
handled by expert s y s t e m s .
The benefits that expert systems hold for co mm erc ia l 
applications are revealed by the de fi nit io n of an ex pe rt 
syntem I.e. that It solves pr oblems within n a rr ow ex pe rt 
dom-iins. The greatest be nefit therefore is that these 
systems will be able to ha rness and make full use of an
ior ga n i s a t i o n ’s sc ar ces t resources namely the ta le nt and 
experience of ke y me mb ers (Luconl et al.,1966). The 
author be lieves that this Is the area In wh ic h expert 
systems hold the biggest promise for south Africa, given 
the sc arcity of trained and experienced staff.
Svlokla (1986) makes the point that companies en ga ged In 
"expertise Intensive" processes who de velop expert s y s ­
tems, will gain the most In competitive advantage.
3.5.Disadvantages and L i mi tat io ns
None; of the literature surveyed cites an y particular 
disadvantages wh ic h ex pe rt systems may have over c o n v e n ­
tional programs. Ba sd en (1983) makes the point that it 
Is not. known for ce rt ain what the limitations are since 
they have not been a d eq uat el y explored.
Denning t1986) states that the most Important limitation 
of expert systems Is their reliability. Expert systems 
depend on the data In their data bases. Th ey are t h er e­
fore limited by that information and by the nature of 
the processes of putting It there. Another point made Is 
that the knowledge el icited has to be encoded. This may 
result In inconsistent and incomplete knowledge bases 
which ma y result in expert systems exhibiting Important 
gaps in knowledge at unexpected times.
Luconl et al. (1986) make the point that kn owledge may
4be embedded into a s y st em (necessarily Incomplete) that 
is o'1' ef fective when used b y  the pe rs on who cr ea ted 
It, T. , e Is al so a risk of mi sa ppl ic ati on when others 
use the p y o t e m  who lack the knowledge which ma y be 
pivotal i :i the logic leading to a solution.
Fi na lly De nning (19B6) st at es that it Is unli kel y that 
expert systems will have cleat functional sp ec ifi ca tio ns 
and that their beha vio ur ism in untested situations can 
be relitibly predicted. How ea si ly will users then be 
able to reco gni se whether their p r ob lem Is wi th in the 
rarije served by the expert system.
This chapter has br ie fly ex amined the concepts of expert 
system.-., their co mp one nt s and the type and nature of the 
t3dk3 th.it they ar* expected to perform. The advantages 
and limitations have also been discussed. While expert 
systems ari not the magic solution, it can be expected 
that they vill pe rf orm useful roles. Be ar ing In mind 
their limitations one can set realistic expectations. 
The following chapter examines examples of expert s y s ­
tems In the do ma in o£ income tax.
This chapter disc uss es the ex pe rt systems whose k n o w ­
ledge do ma in is income tax, wh ic h have been Id en tif ie d 
In the l i t e r a t u r e . The following are briefly discussed:
( a ) . The particular do ma in within which the ex pe rt 
sy st em o p e r a t e s .
(b ). The nature of thf sy st ems which are employed.
(c ). The tools u s e d .
Issues and pr oblems Identified In the development of one 
such system, ExperTAX, are al so e x a m i n e d . This In f o r m a ­
tion was utilised when d e ve lop in g the FOREX system.
O n n e l l  (11871, in his re vi ew of ex pe rt systems a p p l i c a ­
tion'-. in .ircounlancy, gives a useful review of income 
tax based expert s y s t e m s , De ta ils of the systems identl- 
f.tl tiy Connell art* as follows:
X.TAXMAN,
(a).Domain: The sy st em co ve rs the United States tax 
rules governing the liability to tax of gains ar ising 
trom co rporate ie -o rganisatlons .
(b).System: The relevant facts in ea ch case are p r e s e n ­
ted as a sema nti c network. A  match is then s o u g h t .
(c),Tools' Developed by using micro-PLANNER wi th some 
parts being wr itten In LISP.
/
i
2 .TAlXADVISOR
(a).Domain: Fi nancial pl anning for Individuals, namely 
estate pl anning in the United States.
(b).System: The knowledge Is held In the form of 275 
pr od uct io n rules. There ,s an Initial scre eni ng process 
and thun evaluations are pe rformed In six consultation 
subdomains .
(c).Tools: sy st em was built using e m y c i n ,
3■CORPTAX
(a).Domain: The system mo de ls the law, namely section
302(b) of the United States IR code, wh ic h is co:cerned 
wl stock redemptions.
(t-i .system: Acts as a checklist, performs calculations,
cites and refers to p r e c e d e n t s .
(c).Tools: wr it ten in b a s i c  PLUS.
(a).Domain: The sy st em models the law, na me ly a section 
or the UK Companies Act d e al ing with loans to directors.
(b).System: There are 35 IF /T HEN rules. Sessions arc 
menu dr iv en and there are good ex pl ana ti on and query 
facilities.
(c),Tools: two shells, XI and later Crystal, were used.
5■EXPATAX
(a).Domain: St atutory law, Revenue statement:, of pr ac­
tice and other material on a na rr ow but complex area of
/
•i
UK taxation.
(b).system: The kn owledge Is encoded In a p pr oxi ma tel y 
400 rules. The sy st em Is me nu driven.
(c).Tools: The sy st em was constucted using thf- shell
(a).Domain: Section 318(a) of the United States IS code 
de al ing with constructive owne rsh ip of s t o c k .
(b).System: The sy st em interrogates the user In order to 
reach a conclusion.
(c). T A  is written In PROLOG-86.
(a).Domain: a c c i  de al s wi th the United Ki n g d o m  le g i s l a ­
tion which is used to appo rti on the Income of close 
co m p a n i e s .
(b ),System: The knowledge Is he ld In the form of rules. 
Sources of information were training n o t e s , s t a t u t e s , a 
field manual and an e x p e r t .
(c).Tools: The sy st em was built using the shell ADVISOR. 
B.ExperTAX
(a).Domain: The tax planning and tax ac cr ual a s pe cts of
an audit of an American au di tin g firm.
lb).System: The sy st em has a kn owledge base of over 1000 
frames, frames can be qu estion frames or issue frames. 
The information was extracted fr om over t w en ty diff ere nt
#
e x p e r t s .
(c).TvOls: A purpose built shell, Qshell, was used.
9.PAYE
(a).Domain: Rules and legislation c o nc ern in g the p a y  as 
you earn s y s t e m  In the UK.
(b).System: The system mo de l? the P A Y E  rules. Tax d o c u ­
ment ati on was used as the source of k n o w l e d g e .
(cj.Tools: Sy st em was wr it ten In PRU^i'G.
The ab ov e expert systems are the only ones which have 
been identified In the literature as being systems in 
the do ma in of taxation. Of the sy st ems described, It 
would appear that BxperTAX Is the most comprehensive and 
complex system. The s y st em has over 1 000 kn owledge
frames and it covers both the tax ac cr ual and tax p l a n ­
ning as pe ct of an audit.
Shpllberg and Graham (1967 ) give a de tailed de sc rip ti on 
of the development or E x p e r T A X . The issues Identified by 
th em during the system's de ve lop me nt were the following:
1. Identifying the experts: - Pr oblems arose with i d e n ­
tifying who the experts were. The authors co ncluded 
that identifying the right expert ma y be a critical and 
diff icu lt task when ap plying ex pe rt sy st em te ch nol og y 
to some types of p r o b l e m s . Th ey were of the opinion 
that the mure narrowly technical ex pertise is defined, 
the more easier it may be to id en tif y the expert.
2. Know led ge base m a n a g e m e n t : - The au th ors concluded
that it remained an open q u es tio n h o w  the maintenance 
of ex pe rt sy st ems should be m a n a g e d .
3. sy st em di st rib ut ion and security: - The point is 
made by the auchors that given the competitive en vi ron­
ment, the distribution o£ the ex pe rt sy st em and s e cu ri­
ty a s pe cts become significant i s s u e s . Given the fact 
that an ex pe rt system may co nt ain the accumulated k n o w ­
ledge of a firm, or ga nis at ion al and hardware/software 
controls become important.
4. other i s s u e s : - a). The need to better understand by 
what Is meant by "expertise";
b). More tools and techniques re quired to evaluate and 
simulate the r e a l - v r l d  environment;
c ) , Cont inu ed research into me thods of extracting and 
ca pturing e x p e r t i s e .
The only So ut h African expert system in the domain of 
income tax identified is a s y s t e m  called Tax Partner 
(Coopers and Lybzand, 1987). The sy st em Is described as 
a ex pe rt sy st em for processing tax returns, what the 
sy st em does is to calculate the income tax 1 lability of 
all types of taxpayers and pr ep are the necessary s c h e ­
dules that must be included with income tax re t u r n s , The 
sy st em can therefore be desc rib ed as a computational 
expert s y st em and not a advice g i vi ng system.
No other Income tax based sy stems have been identified
■i
in the l i t e r a t u r e , Given the legalistic, ru le -ba se d 
nature of the domain of tax (refer to the next ch ap ter 
for a de sc rip ti on of the domain) it is su rp ris in g that 
not more systems have been developed. One poss ibl e e x ­
pl anation for this is that the technology of expert 
systems is not wi de ly en ou gh known and that the p r ac ti­
cal pr oblems of appl yin g the te ch nol og y mu st st il l be 
o v e r c o m e .
#This chapter describes the kn owledge do ma in in which the 
expert s y s t e m  was developed. The de li nea ti on of the 
domain and the recognition of the so ur ces of knowledge 
wi th in the do ma in is a critical as pe ct of the initial 
stage of sy st em development. The ch ap ter describes how 
the sources of knowledge were identified. The income Tax 
Act, Mo. 56 of 1963, as am en ded I"the Act") is the 
pr im ary source of knowledge. The sections of the Act 
which impact on the domain ch os en for the expert system 
are reviewed, other expert so ur ces of knowledge such as 
court cases, text books and ex pe rt' s writings are exa­
mined. The st ructure and nature of the knowledge is di s­
cussed and the chapter ends wi th an examination of the 
nature and types of problems for which experts are
5■ 1.Identlfvlna Sources of Knowledge
The sources of knowledge first had to be identified 
before the knowledge ac qu isi ti on pr oc ess could commence. 
The author, being a practitioner in the domain of Income 
tax, is aware of the major sources of knowledge, However 
when de ve lop in g FOREX, the author di d not want to rely 
so le ly on his own knowledge in ca se this should be 
incomplete or biased, other prac tit io ner s and experts
(refer chapter 6, section 2) were a p p r o a c h e d . As part of 
a general In terview they were are a s ke d to list the 
so urces of knowledge which th ey co ns ult wh en d e al ing 
with Income tax problems, sp ec ifi ca lly problems d e al ing 
with foreign cu rrency tr an s a c t i o n s . An sw ers tended to 
indicate few sources, with the pr ac tit io ner s Indicating 
that th ey "knew" the an swers to problems.
The structure of the do ma in and the so urces of knowledge 
identified are discussed below,
5,2.Basis of Taxation
As FOREX Is an Income tax based s y st em it Is useful to 
b r ie fly ex amine the provisions of the Act which govern 
h o w taxation is c a l c u l a t e d .
A popular misconception Is that income tax payable is 
based on pr ofits rc.’.de. This Is not so. The Act lays down 
a number of steps one most go through wi th out regard to 
accounting principles. Tax Is levied on taxable Income 
received by o" accrued to in favour of any person du ri ng 
th9 year of assessment (section 5(1) of the A c t ) . A 
number of st ep s are laid down to ar ri ve at taxable 
I n c o m e . One st ar ts with "gross In co me" which Is de fi ned 
In section 1. All receipts and accruals which are s p e c i ­
fied aa being exempt from tax are then de ducted to 
arrive at "I n c o m e " (section 1). F r o m  this one de ducts 
all amounts wh ic h are allowed as de du cti on s in terms of
#
the Act to ar ri ve at "taxable In co me"
As can be seen the initial source o£ knowledge, as 
codified In the Act, is In the form of a number o£ steps 
and rules. This kn owledge therefore appears to lend it­
self to IE/Then rules for the pu rposes of cons tru ct ing 
the expert system.
5 . 3 .Applicable Sections of the Act
A number of se ctions of the Act a p pl y dire ctl y to the 
taxation Implications of foreign cu rrency transactions. 
These are ex amined briefly.
Any transactions In foreign currencies wh ic h will result 
in a benefit are bo ug ht to ac co unt in terms of the 
definition of gross income. This is the first step as 
laid down In the A c t , Section 1 defines gross Income as: 
"the total amou nt, In cash or otherwise, received by or 
accrued to, ... from a source within or de em ed to be 
within the Republic, ex cluding receipts or accruals of 
a cap'tal n a t u r e , ..." .
Similarly, a n y  foreign cu rr enc y transaction which will 
result in an expense or loss Is governed b y  se ct ion 
11(a) of the Act, the general dedu cti on f o r m u l a . This 
p r o v i d e s :
"For the pu rposes of determining the taxable income 
derived by an y pe rs on from ca rrying on any trade wi th in
4the Republic, there shall be al lo wed as a de duction 
from the Income of such a pe rs on so de rived - 
(a)expendlture and losses a c t u a l l y  Incurred In the 
Re public In the production of Income, provided such 
expenditure and losses are not of a capital nature,'1
The o n l y  section of the Income rax Ac t which ap pl ies 
spec ifi ca lly to foreign ex change transactions Is section 
24B:"Gains or Losses on Fo re ign Ex change Transactions". 
This se ct ion provides that pr of its or losses realised on 
paying foreign liabilities are ta xa ble or deductible 
su bj ect to certain conditions be in g met.
By ex amining the relevant se ctions It becomes clear that 
these can be codified fairly ea si ly Into if/Then rules, 
which lu one of the me thods of en coding knowledge for 
ex pe rt systems. For example s e ct ion 11(a) could be re s­
tated .s follows.-
IF expenditure or loss Is ac tu all y Incurred AND
It Is Incurred In the Re pu bli c AND
it lo Incurred In the p r od uct io n of Income AND
It Is not of a capital nature AND
it was Incurred In ca rrying on a trade
THEN the amount Is al lo wed as a deduction.
It therefore appears easy to cons tru ct an expert sy st em 
by en coding the relevant se ctions of the Act.
4It was however found on examining the do ma in in greater 
depth that, while the provisions of the Act appear 
st raight forward, the interpretation of the facts in 
each particular case to determine whether the pr ov isi on s 
apply, provides more difficulty. For example, ap plying 
section 11(a), wh en is expenditure "a ctually Incurred" 
or when Is It of a "capital" or "revenue" nature?
5.4.Other knowledge sources
The di sputes on interpretation have led to ma ny court 
cases. As the court Is the ultimate arbitrator, the 
de ci ded cases have become the si ng le most Important 
source of expert kn o w l e d g e . These cases provide much of 
the knowledge and guidelines for interpreting the facts, 
it was found when do in g the research, that the decisions 
In various court cases were the crucial factors on which 
experts based their decisions. When ex amining the cases 
which had dealt with transactions In foreign currencies, 
it was noted that In some cases the Judgement dealt with 
the interpretation of the facts, while in others la nd­
mark decisions were made, that Is deci sio ns which cl ar i­
fied ho w the law should be interpreted. For the purposes 
of ex tr act in g knowledge for the expert system, the court 
cases were found to be an Important source of rules, 
firstly as to what the law is and se co ndl y as ho w to 
interpret facts.
Another feature of the knowledge domain noted during the
4#
It was ho wever found on examining the do ma in In greater 
iepth that, while the provisions of the Act appear 
:t raight forward, the Interpretation oC the facts in 
e a ch pa rt icu la r case to determine wh ether the pr ov isi on s 
apply, pr ovides more difficulty. For example, ap plying 
section I K a l ,  when is expenditure "a ctually incurred" 
or when la It of a "capital" or "r evenue" nature?
5.4.Other knowledge sources
The disp ute s on interpretation have led to ma ny court 
cases. As the court Is the ultimate arbitrator, the 
de ci ded cases have become the single most important 
source of expert knowledge. Thene ca se s provide r.uch of 
the knowledge and guidelines for Interpreting the facts. 
It was found when doing the research, that the decisions 
in various court cases were the crucial factors on which 
experts based their decisions. When ex amining the cases 
which had dealt with transactions In foreign currencies, 
It was noted that in seme cases the judgement de al t with 
the Interpretation of the facts, while in others land­
mark deci sio ns were made, that is deci sio ns wh ic h cl ar i­
fied ho w the law should be Interpreted. For the purposes 
of ex tr act in g knowledge for the ex pe rt system, the court 
cases were found to be an Important source of rules, 
fi rstly as to what the law Is and se co ndl y as ho w to 
interpret facts.
Another fe -.ture of the knowledge domain noted during the
4K  ■ ' ■
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initial research, is that ma ny o£ the experts refer to 
text books as their source of knowledge. It was found 
that there are two definitive works which were c o n s t a n t ­
ly referred to. The two concise, su mm ari ze d re a d i l y  
available sources of knowledge were found to be an 
advantage to the author when eliciting the ne ce ssa ry 
knowledge.
A  further ex am ina ti on of the domain showed that, while 
most problems concerning foreign cu rrency t- ansactlons 
were clear as to the luw and only needed interpr et ati on 
of the facts In a particular case, there were a few 
areas of d i sp ute and controversy, in these areas, a r ­
ticles wr itten by experts and published In ac ad emi c 
were found to be a further source of k n o w ­
ledge. Unfortu na tel y In South Attica this so ur ce of 
knowledge Is not ve ry large, it was also noted that, In 
the areas of uncertainty, experts tend to di ff er in
To summarize, the domain of south African Income tax has 
the following sources of kn o w l e d g e :
. .The income Tax Act.
V,Court decisions.
3.Text books.
4.Experts' opinion as evidenced In articles.
5.Experts' opinion as evidenced in discussions.
Before di sc uss in g how the nece ssa ry knowledge for FO RE X 
was acquired. It Is useful to br ie fly examine th e nature 
and types of pr oblems wi th in the particular do ma in, for 
which experts are consulted.
5.5.Nature and tvoes of problems
It Is ne cessary to kn ow the nature and types of pr oblems 
on which ex pe rts are consulted. This Is requ ire d for 
de te rmi ni ng the type of Inferenc- mechanism th at is to 
be used In the system. It is also required for d e t e r ­
mining what ques tio ns the sy st em should ask an d what 
conclusions It must se ar ch for.
In the Initial qu es tio ni ng o£ practitioners It •■'g found 
that the problems concerning the taxation co ns equ en ces 
of transactions in foreign currencies could be di vi ded 
Into two categor ie s:
1.Profits or lesses n.ade. The majority of pr oblems fall 
into this category. The qu estion asked is wh et her p r o ­
fits or losses m.tdf as a result of subsequent mo vements 
in exchange rates, (whether unrealised or realised) are 
taxable or deductible, Fa ll ing into this c a te gor y are 
questions relating to profits and losses on f irward 
exchange contracts.
2.Conversion rates. :he pr oblem co ncerns wh ic h 
exchange rate to use for con'"- ting fore'gn curr enc y 
transactions to S.A. rands. This pr ob lem is ho we ver 
often related to the pr oblems under 1.
4Having no w examined the na tu re and structure o£ the 
knowledge In the domain, the fo llowing chapter di scusses 
the techniques used to ex tr act the required knowledge 
for the F O RE X system.
Buchanan et al. (1963) state "the process of extracting 
knowledge from an expert and fcransferlng it to a pr og ram 
Is an Important and di fficult problem". The purpose of 
t'.'s research report, as stated in chapter 2, Is to 
provide practical guidelines for the knowledge el i c i t a ­
tion and encoding process. This chapter de scribes ho w 
the ne cessary knowledge for FO RE X's database was e l i ­
cited. The chapter commences with a brief look at what 
has been wr lt t” 1 In the literature on knowledge aqulsi- 
tion and elicitation which was found to be of practice 
use. Thereafter tne process of identifying the exper! . 
is described. This In followed by a description of the 
methods used for eliciting the knowledge from various 
sourcei, and the sources, found to be most u. ful. The 
chapter ends with a summary of the methods, the problems 
encountered and the proposed solutions.
The knowledge acquisition and transfer processes e m ­
ployed by humans are very co mp lex and a number of d i s c i ­
plines such as psychology, sociology, education, a n t h r o ­
pology, philosophy, etc. , are Involved in their study. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss or ex a­
mine the theoretical foundation of knowledge acqulsl-
i< v  . ' ' ;
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tlon, The paper provides prac tic al guidelines and the 
description of an actual kn owledge ac qu isi ti on and e l i ­
citation process u n d e r t a k e n . For this reason only some 
works, which had some practical use, are d i s c u s s e d .
Gaines (1987) gives some useful background on the th eo ry 
of knowledge acquisition. In ar riving at a operational 
model of the notion of ex pertise and the role It plays 
ir society, Gaines examines the phenomenon of expertise 
acquisition, He Identifies a number of pr oblems which
ma y arise when eliciting an expert's knowledge. These
1.Expertise may be f o r t u i t o u s .
<!.It ma y not be av ailable to awareness.
3 . it may not be expressible In language.
4,H  may not be understandable when expressed in lang-
l.Fxpertise ma y no! be applicable, even when expressed 
in la ng uag e.
R.The expertise expressed ma y be Irrelevant.
7,The expertise ex pressed ma y be Incomplete.
6.The expertise expressed may be Incorrect.
Galres also makes the point that, while most current 
methodologies for expert systems emphasise interviewing 
experts, tnere are also alternative methods for e x p e r ­
tise transfer. Examples are; ma naging the learning e n v i ­
ronment, evaluation and e x a m p l e s . Gaines co ncludes his
4papet with a knowledge ac qu isi ti on helr arc hy £or expert 
systems In which areas of ap pl ica ti on for va rious kn ow­
ledge ac qu isi ti on t e ch niq ue s, cu rr ent ly In u s e , are d e ­
fined. while the paper provides some background In fo rma­
tion, It was not of much practical use.
Buchanan et al. (1963) divide the kn owledge ac qu isi ti on 
process J.ito major stages. These they describe as:
1.Identification stage.
1,1 .Participant Identification and roleis.
1.2.Pr ob lem identification.
1. 3 . Rf-source Identification.
1. 4 .0'.ial I d entlfl ration.
2.CvriCtttual Isatlon stage.
3.Formal Ifldt ion st.age.
4. ImplPaifi.tdt ion i'tage.
5 .T « r t :n . ;  r . ta q e .
6.Prututype r e v i s i o n .
When developing the sy st em it was found that stages 1 
and 2 were of most Importance. Planning and proper 
identification must take place if resources are not to 
be wasted. Stages 4 to 6 are considered to be beyond the 
"H.uwledqe acquisition" stage In that this entails the 
encoding of the knowledge and the cons tru ct ion of the
Of further practical use was a "knowledge Requisition
■4
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paper with a knowledge ac qu isi ti on h e lr are hy for expert 
systems In which areas of ap pl ica ti on for va ri ous kn ow­
ledge ac qu isi ti on techniques, c u rr ent ly In use, are d e ­
fined. While the paper provides some ba ck gro un d in forma­
tion, It was not of much practical use.
Buchanan et al. (1963) divide the kn owledge acquisition 
process into major stages. These they describe as:
1 .Identification stage.
1 . 1 .Participant identification and roles.
1.2.Pr ob lem identification.
1 . 3 .Resource Identification.
1 . 4 .Goal identification.
2 .Conceptualisation stage.
3 .FormalisatIon stage.
^ I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  stage.
5 .Te st ing stage.
6 .Prototype revision.
When developing the sy st em it was found that stages 1 
and 2 were of most Importance. Pl anning and proper 
identification must take place if re sources are not to 
be wasted. Stages 4 to 6 are considered to be beyond the 
"knowledge acquisition" stage In that this entails the 
encoding of the knowledge and the co ns tru ct ion of the 
system.
(if further practical use was a "knowledge acquisition
4grid" developed by LaFrance (198?). This grid wa s d e v e ­
loped to assist In the manual transfer of expertise, the 
grid describes a two dimensional space. The horizontal 
plane constitutes five forms of ex pe rt knowledge,
1.Layouts:- Map of the task, the boundaries, or ga­
nisation and basic classifications.
2.Stories:- classic cases and typical examples.
3.scripts:- Sequential and procedural kn owledge of the 
domain.
4 .Metaphors:- Alternative Images of the task, Including 
unique features, constraints and options.
5.Rules-of-thumb. •• Tactics and heuristics for In te r­
preting and dealing with circumstances encountered when 
carrying out the task.
On the vertical plane, LaFrance lists six di fferent 
types of questions that » knowledge engineer can ask 
wliiii eliciting knowledge:
1.Grand tour:- Wide questioning In order to understand 
the boundaries.
Z.Catelizlng the c a t e g o r i e s :- Details of the experts 
terms and concepts.
3 .Ascertaining the attributes:- Here the ai m Is to 
obtain details of the di st ing ui shi ng features and range 
of possible values of the expert's concepts.
4 .Determining the interconnections:- These questions 
seek to uncover the relations among the concepts In
4the domain.
5.Seeking advice:- These questions reveal the expert's 
recommendations and his strategy for ho w to deal with a 
variety o£ conditions.
6 Cross-checking:- These questions validate and examine 
the limits on pr ev iou sl y obtained information.
Some of the above concepts such as the major stages of 
the knowledge elicitation process (Buchanan et al. 
[1983)) , the forms of expert knowledge and the d i f f e ­
rent types o£ qu estions (LaFrance 11967!), were applied 
when ac quiring the necessary knowledge for FOREX. This 
Is discussed below.
6.2.Identifying the experts
The author, along vlth a number of chartered a c co un­
tants, Is employed by the Department of Finance, Inland 
Re v e n u e . It, Is among these chartered accountants, who 
are Involved on a da il y basis in the administration of 
the Income Tax Act, that the Initial su rv ey and in te r­
views took place for the purpose of identifying suitable 
experts.
Initially a number of Interviews were held with some of 
the practitioners. These were selected at r a nd om and 
only a few were interviewed. As only an ov erview of the 
domain was initially required, it would have been a 
waste of time and duplication of effort to in terview all
ipractitioners. The Interviews were wide and sh al low 
discussions so that ex cessive de ta ils could be av oided 
and so that the time spent In te rvi ew ing could be kept to 
a minimum. The purpose was to establish:
1.The nature and types of pr oblems that arose wi th in
the subject d o m a i n .
2,The sources o£ knowledge cons ult ed by the pr a c t i t i o ­
ners when making decisions.
The findings have been reported in chapter 5, se ctions 4 
and 5. These Initial surveys are considered to be a n a l o ­
gous to the Buchanan et a l , (1963) concept of the I d e n ­
tification stage or the Intersection between Lay-out and 
Grand tvur on LaFronce's (1987) grid.
The major point that came out of the Interviews was 
that, contrary to the au th ors expectations, the level of 
knowledge displayed by most practitioners was not very 
high. Thir, meant that most of those interviewed would 
not be suitable for extracting the detailed knowledge 
required toi FOREX. The finding highlights the Im po r­
tance of distinguishing between practitioners (those who 
work in the knowledge domain) and experts (those who 
have in-depth knowledge of the particular domain). This; 
d istinction between practitioner and expert Is also 
dealt with by Hartley {1964).
From the initial interviews two practitioners, who had
in-depth knowledge, wets jdentJfJed as me et ing the re- 
lUicementB o£ the definition of expert.
A second, more detailed In terview was held with one of 
the Identified experts who ap peared to have the most 
knowledge of the sub-domain In question. The expert In 
qu estion had previously written a diss ert at ion on the 
tax Implications of foreign cu rr enc y transactions 
(Coates, 1967), He was therefore co ns ide re d to be the 
expert with the most theoretical knowledge. At this 
point It can be noted that the author himself has co ns i­
derable knowledge of the do ma in of income tax as he 
works in It and he has pr ev iou sl y wr it ten an un pu b­
lished paper (Els, 1987) on the particular sub-domain. 
During the initial stages of the re search the auUiur did 
not dr aw on this knowledge in order to forestall any 
problems that might arise because of bias, incomplete or 
Incorrect knowledge,
In the interview an In-depth an alysis was done of:
1.All the possible types of tr an sac ti ons that could 
occur in foreign currencies.
2.The taxation implications of the various types of 
transact I o n s .
3.The different combinations of factors that could have 
a be/irlng on the tax consequence
'i
In the . itervlew it was noted that the expert placed 
heavy reliance on the theoretical work which he had 
written. Towards the end o£ the in terview the ex pert's 
knowledge was compared to that o£ the author an d the 
knowledge was effectively combined.
In retrospect it was realised that much of the Initial 
knowledge could have been ex tracted from text books, law 
cose reports and academic ar ticles (as summarised in the 
expert's d i s s e r t a t i o n ). This co ul d then subs equ en tly 
have been verified by ch ecking with the experts. T:^ 
result would have been a saving of time by the knowledge 
engineer in the elicitation of the knowledge as well as 
keeping the use of the expert's expensive time to a
Us in g the information extracted an d In conjunction with 
the expert a diagramatlc re pr ese nt ati on of the knowledge 
was drawn In the form of a tree diagram. This di a g r a m  Is 
reproduced In appendix A.
The tree is a diagrammatic re pr ese nt ati on of the tax 
consequences that can occur for the various types of 
transactions In foreign currencies. This knowledge Is 
what the output of FOREX would be du ri ng a co ns ult at ion
i.e. the am ou nt is taxable/deductible etc.
4■
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The di a g r a m  was constructed b y  st ar tin g at the broadest 
detlnltlon/problem, namely the tax c o n s e q u e n c e . This was 
broken down Into ever decreasing components. The d i ag ram 
was found useful for the following reasons:
1, it highlighted the thought process involved in d i s ­
cerning tax implications of foreign curr enc y tr an sac­
tions, indicating which steps the ex pe rt follows.
2 . it ensured completeness, by prov idi ng a systematic, 
graphical framework in which it was not easy to ov er­
look an y Important or ne cessary factor.
3.The flow of the structure laid the foundations for 
the If/Then rules.
Such similar decomposition of the pr ob lem was found to 
be useful by O w  and Smith (1987) In the development of 
their »xpert system,
It should be noted that three diff ere nt classes of 
knowledge exist in the domain. These are knowledge c o n ­
cerning:
1,Situations provided for in the A c t :- That is rules as 
to the tax effect of a specific transaction stated 
unambigously in the Act.
2.Situations not provided for:- Here experts make up 
the rules as to the tax consequences of a transaction 
based on the rules above, court decisions, 
interpretations and e x p e r i e n c e .
3.Rules for interpreting facts:- How to interpret the
facts of a case in order to reach a de ci sio n under 1 or 
2 above.
The knowledge el icited up to this point did not include 
any in respect of the third type per above. (Refer to 
section 7. Prototype refinement where the el ic ita ti on of 
- Lis type of knowledge is discussed.)
U 5'Knowledge validation
At -hi- stage it was dccK'cd to va lidate the acquired 
knowledge. The validation was done in two ways:
1.Live "Xpert confirnation:- The data obtained was 
discussoi wlti! other experts for their conf irm at ion of 
the tux ..ii-equences of a foreign curr enc y transaction 
g l ven a se- of facts,
2.Theoret,ca confirmation:- Here the kn owledge was 
coupa.-ed to previous written research done.
In retrv'p-’cl it warn found that written re se arc h was the 
bent sourcn ot knowledge and the best me th od of va li da­
ting knowledge t^pes 1 and 2 (refer s e ct ion 4 above). 
This stems from the legal nature of kn owledge In the
At this stage It . an be noted thot in the do ma in of 
income tax, expj;-l bias is an important factor to c o n ­
sider when extract; knowledge. The pr ac tis in g tax 
consultant, as an exv-ct, tends to pr es ent on ly those
/
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arguments wh ic h are in his clients favour. Gi ve n the 
nature of the domain, people always seek the most a d va n­
tageous economic answer for themselves or their clients. 
Thus neutral, re search motivated works were considered 
to be the most reliable source of know led ge and the most 
effective way of countering b i a s .
6 .6 .prototype sv.'*.em
At this stage a pi itotype system was deve lop ed to see 
whether the do ma in was suitable for further development 
of the system. The sy st em was found to be feasible.
!Refer to c.iapter 7. )
6. 7 .Prototype refinement
Refinement cf tne s y st em commenced and further inter­
views were held with the experts to elicit their know- 
!*• Ige with regard to ho w th ey interpret facts and which 
rules-of-thumb they employed. (The third information 
type as discussed In section 4 a b o v e . )
The Information was obtained by as ki ng di re ct q u e s ­
tions , For example, the distinction be tw een capital and 
revenue Is ve ry Important. The expert was as ke d to list 
items wnlch he consldeted to be capital items, why this 
was so and the questions he would ask to dete rmi ne such 
facts. It was found that while the court ca. s were the 
so.’rce of some such rules, this type of kr.. Pledge was
best acquired from the expert In the Eield. The expert, 
being involved on a da il y basis, has evolved and re fined 
juch rules-of-thumb.
It can be noted that the refinement and further d e v e l o p ­
ment of the s y st em is a process which proceeds ha nd-in- 
hand with further knowledge acquisition. This was found 
to be the easiest and most effective route. As problems 
concerning the knowledge cropped up during the un coding 
process, the experts would be consulted.
6 .8.F indings■
6. 8. 1.Identification of experts
During the initial stages of the knowledge el ic ita ti on 
process, the identification of the experts was found to 
be a problem, It is Important to make the di st inc ti on 
between practitioners and experts. While most practi- 
llonerr have a working knowledge, very few were found to 
have sufficient ir-depth knowledge of the more complex 
and difficult area, in the domain. The identification of 
the expert is therefore > -Itical aspect of the initial 
stage of the knowledge elicitation pro< s s . The use of 
the Incorrect "expert" may result in the sy st em having 
faulty knowledge, which in a domain of a legal nature 
such as Income tax, could render the sy st em useless. The 
solution is to ensure that the persons selected meet the 
requirements of being experts and to validate the k n o w ­
ledge extracted against some neutral source.
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6.8 3 .Knowledge elicitation
The methods used and found to be the most ef fective In 
acquiring the kn owledge for F O R E X ’s da tabase in the 
do ma in of income tax w e r e :
1.Examination of wr itten knowledge s o u r c e s .
2.interviewing of experts.
For the particular domain of Income tax It was found 
that a substantial amount of the knowledge could be 
found In wr it ten works such as text books, law case 
reports and articles. This was es pe cia ll y re levant for 
information concern"ng the tax consequences of tr an sac­
tions . Indeed, these sources were found to be the ones 
consulted by experts themselves when making their deci-
For knowledge concerning how to Interpret the facts of a 
situation, the Interviewing of ex perts was found to be 
the best way of extracting the knowledge. While it is 
true that much of this knowledge In a' .’ liable In the 
reports of court cases, it Is more efficient to extract 
this from the experts who make da il y use of such k n o w ­
ledge in their w o r k .
6 . 8 , 3 .CounterIng bias
A further pr ob lem encountered is that of bias in the 
k n o w l e d g e . This is especially relevant in a do ma in such 
as income tax. Fi rs tly there is the p r ob lem of bias in
46 .8 .2.Knowledge elicitation
The methods used and found to be the mo st e f fe cti ve In 
ac quiring the knowledge for FO RE X's da tabase In the 
domain of Income tax w e r e :
1 .Examination of written knowledge sources.
2.Interviewing of e x p e r t s .
For the particular domain of Income tax 11 was found 
that a substantial amount of the kn owledge co ul d ‘•e 
found in wr it ten works such as text books, law case 
reports and articles. This was es pe cia ll y relevant for 
information concerning the tax consequences of tr a n s a c ­
tions. Indeed, these sources were found to be the ones 
consulted by experts themselves when making their deci-
For knowledge co nc ern in g ho w to interpret the facts of a 
situation, the interviewing of experts was found to be 
the best way of extracting the k n o w l e d g e . while it is 
true that much of this knowledge is av ailable in the 
reports of court cases, it Is more ef ficient to ex tr act 
this from the experts who make d a il y use of such k n o w ­
ledge in their w o r k .
6.8.3.Countering bias
A further pr ob lem encountered Is that of bias in the 
knowledge. This Is especially relevant in a do ma in such 
as income tax. Fi rs tly there is the pr ob lem of bias in
the sy st em d e v e l o p e r 1s knowledge, If he is a p r a c ­
titioner In the domain. i£ the de veloper places too much 
reliance on his own knowledge the sy st em may di s p l a y  
incomplete or Incorrect, knowledge. The solution d e v e ­
loped to counter this bias was not to rely at all ini­
tially on the developer's own knowledge and s u bs equ en t­
ly, when using sujh own knowledge, to validate this 
against that o£ othec experts.
Secondly, in the sp ecific do ma in of income tax, experts' 
knowledge may be biased In that only favourable an sw ers 
are sought. -re validation o£ the knowledge to wr it ten 
works way found to be an ef fective counter to an y p o s ­
sible bias.
The required knowledge fcr FO RE X was extracted fairly 
easily from the experts (once these r.ad been identified) 
and from written works. By being a practitioner In the 
domain, the author was abls to interact much more ea si ly 
with the experts and was able Lo understand the k n o w ­
ledge acquired. Little time needed to be spent on o b t a i ­
ning an understanding of the problems, terms and c o n ­
cepts o' the domain, it war found that having a k n o w ­
ledge of the domain was a de finite advantage when a c q u i ­
ring the necessary knowledge.
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the sy st em developer's knowledge, if he is <* p r a c ­
titioner in the domain. I £ the developer places too much 
reliance oil his own kn owledge the system may di s p l a y  
In- omplete or incorrect k n o w l e d g e , The solution d e v e ­
loped to counter this bias was not to rely at all ini­
ti al ly on the developer's own knowledge and s u bs equ en t­
ly, when using such (,„m knowledge, to validate this 
against that o£ other e x p e r t s .
Secondly, In the specific do ma in of Income tax, e x p e r t s ' 
kn. may be biased in that only favourable an swers
a Here validation of the knowledge to wr itten
woi... ;ound to be a n  effective counter to an y p o s ­
sible b i a s .
6 . 8 . 4 .Domain expertise of knowledge engineer 
The required knowledge for FO RE X was extracted fairly 
easily from tie experts; (once these had been Identified) 
and from written works. By being a practitioner in the 
c omaln, the author was able to interact much more ea si ly 
with the expert" and was able to understand the k n o w ­
ledge acquired. Little time needed to be spent on o b t a i ­
ning an understanding of the problems, terms and c o n ­
cepts of the d o m a i n . it was found that having a k n o w ­
ledge of the oomain was a de finite advantage when a c q u i ­
ring the nececaary k n o w l e d g e .
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6.8.5.Further research
A point to make however. Is that the knowledge a c q u i s i ­
tion anu elicitation process Is fairly lengthy. If the 
time which the experts sp en1- researching their t h e o r e t i ­
cal work Is taken Into account, a substantial am ou nt of 
time was required to ac qu ire the knowledge, wh ic h was 
within a very na rr ow domain. This pr ob lem Is a b o t t l e ­
neck in the de ve lop me nt of expert systems and it will 
prevent the the de ve lop me nt of commercial applications. 
This Is Identified as an ar ea '.or further research.
7.BHC0DIHO. m_KMOW>SBqB>
As staked In chapter 3, there are four di fferent ways of 
representing knowledge In an expert system. This chapter 
describes which of the me th ods of encoding the acquired 
knowledge was used. The problems of co nt rol li ng search 
st ra teg y and knowledge or ga nis at ion encountered are d i s ­
cussed and the solution developed for use In FOREX Is 
described.
ohar and Pople (1967) make the point that "the major 
de cision for a expert sy st em builder Is how the expert 
kn owledge Is to be represented". Kn owledge can be re pr e­
sented In four different ways (refer chapter 4):
1. IF/THEN rules.
2. Semantic n e t s .
3. F r a m e s .
4. Horn cl a u s e s .
Ra ms ey et al. (1986) id entify the three most important 
methods of building expert systems to be bayeslan s- 
slficatlon, rule-based dedu cti on and frame-based i-'x.uc- 
tlon. They discuss the re lative strengths and weaknesses 
of the different approaches as well as the situations In 
which each method Is easy or diff icu lt tv u s e .
During the Initial stages of the research, the author 
intuitively settled on the rule-based method of
knowledge representation. As the re search progressed the 
the method selected was co nfirmed as being suitable. As 
discussed In chapter 5 the knowledge structure Is rule- 
baaed. The pr im ary source of knowledge, the Income Tax 
Act, Is In effect a rule book; i.e. If x, y and z then 
amount b Is allowed as a deduction.
as discussed In chapter 6 se ction 3 a distinction can be 
drawn between two types of knowledge In FOREX's domain. 
F i rs tly there is the Information concerning the tax c o n ­
sequences. Some consequences are spelt out explicitly In 
the Act. These are the ea siest to code Into If/Then 
rules, and such encoding was achieved In a short space 
of time, For example a part of se ct ion 24B (dealing with 
realised losses on foreign liabilities) js encoded In 
the foll'wlng rule form:
IF amount - realised AND
type = capital OR type = revenue AND 
difference = loss AND 
Sec24B_condl = yes 
THEN tax.effect = deductible
Similarly, situations where the tax consequences are not 
provided for specifically in the Act, but where the 
experts opinion was taken, the information was ea si ly 
encoded Into rule form.
The second type of Information, dealing with how the
tacts of a -ise should be in te rpr et ed for the pu rposes 
of de te rmi ni ng which situational rule applies, was found 
a l so to be easily encodable into rule form. For example 
a ruli concerning the di st inc ti on between revenue and 
capital Items was encoded as follows:
IF underlying ..transaction = debtor OR 
underIylng_transaction = stock OS 
underlylng_transactlon = cash OR 
Under 2yJng..tr3naaet ion = working_capital 
THEN type = revenue.
It Is concluded that the actual process of encoding the 
ac quired knowledge Into IP/THEN rule format, presented 
no problems. It was however di sc ove re d that the rules 
could not be programed Into the ex pe rt sy st em shell In a 
ha phazard manner. Cognizance had to be taken of the 
search st rategy employed by the inference engine of the 
shell. iIn this case VP-E xpe rt [Sawyer et al. 11987)!, 
refer chapter 8.1
it was noted during the de ve lop me nt of the prototype 
that the sy st em would not work pr operly until it was 
p rogrammed ho w and what to se ar ch for.
It was found that cr eating a control structure and 
setting the problem solving ac ti vit y was far more d i f f i ­
cult and important than co di ng the knowledge into rules. 
The literature survey sh ow s that substantial reaeazch la
itaking place in this area. Foe example, Davis ('980) 
considers the problems of reas oni ng ab ou t control and 
suggests the concept of Meta-rules. (Seorgeff (1962) 
proposes a general production sy st em ar ch ite ct ure that 
allows procedural control kn owledge to be dire ctl y pr e­
sented and used. The concept of using do ma in specific 
knowledge to support o p po rtu nl s,ic reas oni ng is d i s c u s ­
sed by O w  and Smith (1987). T h e y  also propose an h i e r ­
archical organisation st ructure to control and co -o rdi­
nate pr ob lem solving activity.
This latter concept was also a p pl ied in the development 
of F O R E X . During the interviews with the expertd It was 
noted that they, when co ns ide ri ng r problem, asked ce r­
tain qu estions first. For example, when considering 
profits or losses on transactions, the first line of 
e n qu iry was whether su ch transactlonj were of an asset 
or a liability nature and wh et her the profits or losses 
were realised or unrealised. This concept of decomposing 
tl.e pr oblem was discussed in chapter 6.
This c m c e p t  has also been a p pl ied to the organisational 
structure and procedural control s y st em of FOREX. It was 
found that this approach had two a d v a n t a g e s :
1.The pr ob lem solving a c ti vit y was more ea si ly
controlled in that the s y st em was channelled Into
ap pr opr ia te paths to follow.
2.The development and ma in ten an ce of the sy st em was
4made much easier by co mpartmentalising the knowledge 
base. Each module could be deve lop ed In de pendently and 
tested separately. Additions to the mo du les could also 
be done e a si ly by adding submodules as necessary.
Expert systems can be programmed in four di fferent wjys 
'Forsyth, 1986) :
1. Shells
2. A! environments
3. AI languages
4. Conventional languages
As stated in chapter 2, this research does not address 
th1 problems of hardware and software selection. The 
research was undertaken from the point of vi ew of a non- 
specialist in expert systems, It was therefore de ci ded 
'.o make use of an expert s y st em shell. The shell VP- 
Bxperfc was selected for use. The sy st em was se lected 
pu re ly on the basis of availability. No comparisons with 
other shells were done nor were the specifications of 
VP-Expert used as a basis of selection. Those seeking 
further information on the di fferent expert sy st em 
shells available are referred to Gevaiter (1987), who 
discusses in detail various expert sy st em building tools 
In terms of their capabilities.
8 . 2 .VP-Expert
VP -Expert (Sawyer et al. (1987)] is a cheap, wi de ly
.4
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available ex pe rt sy st em s h e l l , The shell Is a rule based 
sy st em which employs a backward chaining Inference e n ­
gine, The shell comes on a single floppy disk and can be 
used on an y IBM or IBM compatible personal computer. The 
system comes with a ea sy to read manual.
The way VP -Expert works, Is that the sy st em Is set a 
goal. This is to se ar ch for the value of a variable. The 
Inference engine then searches the knowledge base for a 
rule naming the variable in its TH EN conclusion. It then 
seeks to match data to the variables and conditions 
contained in the IF portion of the rule. This data Is 
obtained b y  either finding the values of other variables 
named in the t h e n  conclusions of other rules or by 
asking questions. Once values of all the variables and 
conditions have been found and these match those co n­
tained In the IF po rt ion of the rule, the rule Is said 
to be passed and the value of the goal variable Is 
ac co rdi ng ly assigned. This backward ch aining st rategy 
can be ef fe cti ve ly employed in the domain of income tax.
6.3.experience with VP-Expert
The author was able to acquaint himself witii the sy st em 
within a few hours. A  basic prototype (based on 14 
rules) was constructed within appr oxi ma tel y two hours. 
The de ve lop me nt of FOREX, while taking some th ir ty 
hours, was ac co mpl is hed easily by using the shell.
No major pr oblems were found when using vp-Expert other 
than the we akness of the ex pl ana to ry facility. As d i s ­
cussed In chapter 3, one of the advantages of expert 
systems Is that they can ex pl ain wh y th ey are as ki ng a 
question and how the conclusion was ar ri ved at. This 
Interface facility Is very important In a consulting 
role (Carroll and KcKendree, 1967). The facility, while 
available in the shell, could not be used effectively. 
VP-Expert provides that a user can ask the question 
"how?" In order to find out wh y the sy st em has gi ve n a 
particular answer. When this question is as ke d by a 
user, all the variables for which values were obtained 
during the consultation are listed. The user is then 
asked which variable he is en quiring about. Should the 
user not be the developer, he will have great di ff icu lt y 
in se lecting the right variable as these would be u n ­
known to him. A partial solution Is to keep the names of 
the va riables as close as possible to their true 
meaning, In FOREX, the user is told at the be ginning of 
the consultation to enquire ab ou t the variable 
"tax_efEect" when asking the qu estion " h o w ? " . The sy st em 
will then give the reasons for wh y the answer was a r ­
rived at. As no comparislon was done with other shells, 
it Is not kn ow n whether the same pr ob lem exists In other 
s y s t e m s .
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Mo major problems were found when using VP -Expert other 
than the weakness of the ex pl ana to ry facility. As d i s ­
cussed In chapter 3, one of the ad va nta ge s of expert 
systems Is that they can explain why they are as ki ng a 
question and how the co nc lus io n was arrived at. This 
Interface facility Is v e r y  Important In a consulting 
role (Carroll and McKendree, 1987), The facility, while 
available In the shell, could not be used efrectlvely. 
VP-Expert provides that a user can ask the question 
"how?" In order to find out why the s y st em has given a 
particular answer. When this question Is asked by a 
u s e r , all the variables for which values were obtained 
during the consultation are listed. The user is then 
asked which variable he Is enquiring a b o u t . should the 
user not be the developer, he will have great di ff icu lt y 
in selecting the right variable as these would be u n ­
known to him. A partial solution is to keep the names of 
the variables as close as possible to their true 
meaning. In FOREX, the user is told at the be ginning of 
the consultation to enquire about the variable 
"tax_ef feet" whe,. asking the question " h o w ? " . The sy st em 
will then give the reasons for why the answer was a r ­
rived at. As no comparlslon was done with other shells, 
it is not known whether the same pr oblem exists in other
u . 4 .Advantages of using a shell
The advantages of using expert s y st em shells as
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Identified by the author a r e ;
1.Av ai lab il ity of export s y st ems to laymen:- Such 
shells make available the te ch nol og y of expert systems 
to a wide range of users who are not specialists in the 
do ma in of expert systems.
2.Base of use:- Anybody with on ly seme basic computer 
literacy (such as the author! wll'i find the shells e a s y
3.co st :- Some shells, such as VP-Expert, are ve ry ch ea p 
thus making available the t e ch nol og y to a wide range of
4.Time saving:- Prototype sy st ems can be developed 
within very short periods of time. Working models
within very narrow domains, such as FOREX, can be
de veloped in a few manweeks.
It can be concluded that d e ve lop in g f o r e x  using the VP- 
Expert shell was an ea sy task for a layman in expert
systems technology. The de ve lop me nt was done wi th in a 
period of approximately th ir ty hours. The area of w e a k ­
ness identified concerns the Interface between the s y s ­
tem and the human user.
#One of the most important criticisms ag ai nst expert 
systems co nc ern s their re li abi li ty (Denning, 1986). 
Refer to ch ap ter 3.5 . The validation of a syi»tem is 
therefore a important component of the co ns tru ct ion 
t a s k . This chapter explains the me th ods employed to 
validate FO RE X and discusses the results of the vallda-
9 . 1 .Approaches to validation
Buchanan an d Duda (1963) state that the results of 
empirical ex pe rim en ts are still the best indicators of 
validity. T h e y  state that these may best be accomplished 
by randomized studies and double blind experiments. They 
point out that logic analysis of completeness and c o n ­
sistency will be inadequate for establishing the v a l i ­
d i t y  o£ an expert system. However static checks can 
reveal po tential problems.
O'Keefe et al. (1987) in a comprehensive descriptive 
article, d i sc uss the problems of expert s y st em v a l i d a ­
tion and pr es ent both qualitative and quantitative 
methods of va li dat in g expert s y s t e m s . They state that 
the major pr oblems in evaluating expert sy st em perfor-
l.What to v a l i d a t e .
#
2.what to validate a r t m s t .
3.What to va lidate with.
4.When to validate .
5.How to control the costs of validation.
6 .How to control biasi,
7.How to cvpe with multiple results.
The qualitative methods of va li dat io n (which are 
subjective comparisons of performance) Identified by 
them a r e :
l.Face validation: - subjectively co mparing the system
performance ag ainst human expert p e r f o r m a n c e . 
D.E’tedictlve validation: - Using hi st ori c test cases to 
compare pe r f o r m a n c e .
3.Tu ri ng tests: - Blind evaluation by comparing human 
experts' decisions (without the ex perts knowing) to the 
decisions of the system.
4 .Field t e s t s : • Testing the s y s t e m  in the field, 
notln-j performance errors when they occur.
5.subsystem validation; - The sy st em is decomposed into 
subsystems and each su bs yst em is validated one at a 
time as they are d e v e l o p e d .
6 .Sensitivity a n a l y s i s : systema ti cal ly chaining input
variables and observing the effect upon the system
7,Visual Interaction: - Visual anim ati on of the sy st em
workings is followed by the experts.
The qu an tit iv e validation techniques, which are s t a t i s ­
tical tests which compare the pe rf orm an ce against test 
cases or human experts, consist of:
1.Paired t-tests.
2.Hotelllngs One Sample T- square test.
3.Si mu lta ne ous confidence intervals .
4 .Consistency m e a s u r e s .
The author, not having su ff ici en t th eo ret ic al knowledge 
of statistical methods, found that the methods described 
above were of no practical use.
O' Le ary (1987) has de veloped a v a li dat io n framework with 
reference to systems in au di tin g and accounting 
applications. The contents of the framework are:
1.Content validity: - Re pr ese nt ati ve ne ss of the content 
which is validated b y  di re ct examination of the system 
and by testing the s y st em ag ai nst humans and other 
m o d e l s .
2.Cr iterion validity: - This re fe rs to the criteria
used to validate the sy st em su ch as comparing sy st em 
decisions wi th expert decisions. Thv level of expertise 
of .the s y st em must be de fi ned b y  " ’i some set of
criteria. The knowledge base cr it eri a include c o n s i s ­
tency, ac curacy and c o m p l e t e n e s s .
3.Construct validity: - What is meant ivre is that a 
tried and tested theory sh ou ld ex is t on which the 
sy st em is based.
4 .Objectivity: - Wh en va li dat in g a sy st em any bias and
■i
vaxlance should be minimized. This co ul d be ac hieved by 
having programmer validation (If the programmer has no 
ve st ed Interest), by having Independent ad mi nis tr ati on 
of validation, by end user validation, by using b l i n ­
ding techniques and by using diff ere nt development and 
test data.
5.Economics: - Cost-3ene£it analysis.
6 .Reliability: - The sy st em sh ou ld generate Identical
solutions to Identical Inputs.
1 .systematic (experimental) variance: - The test p r o b ­
lems uieu must be designed In such a wa y that one can 
di st ing ui sh between systematic va riance and chance. The 
pr oblems should reflect the ra ng e of problems, there 
must be sufficient variation In the problems and ther« 
must be a sufficient number of problems,
8.Extraneous variance: - This should be controlled
where possible. Factors such as s y st em complexity, the 
syfcems position on Its life cycle trajectory, location 
of judges di’->. i testing (in the laboratory or In the 
field) and ) .ilng during va li dat io n effect extraneous
As briefly discussed above, the topic of validation Is a 
fairly wide and comprehensive one. It Is <nt the ob je c­
tive of this report to di sc uss the merltp it the various 
validation techniques, Thin chapter de sv 1 res the te ch­
niques used to validate FOREX.
As desc rib ed it' chapter 8, the sy st em was deve lop ed in 
stages by co mp art me nta li si ng the knowledge base. As each 
d i fferent se rt ion was c o m p l e t e d , ra nd om tests of each 
se ction were carried out by testing whether the system 
gave the co rr ect solution to various types of problems. 
{The su b s y s t e m  ap proach using face validation and pr e­
dictive va li dat io n as described by O'Keefe et al.
{1987).1 Th es e test case problems only tested the v a l i ­
di ty of the conclusion. The system's interpretation of 
facts was not tested. The initial tests were based on 
the au thor's expertise in the domain. These early tests 
showed th.t logic errors ea si ly crept into the system's 
knowledge base and highlighted the need for thorough 
t e s t i n g .
Once the s y st em was completed the experts who had pr e­
viously been interviewed du ri ng the knowledge ac q u i s i ­
tion process were approached. Th ey were requested to 
de ve lop a number of hypothetical problems on which an 
expert could be consulted. Th es e th ey then tested on
FOREX. The so lution given b y  the s y st em was compared to
the experts' solution. The experts were also asked to 
comment on the way the sy st em worked and the questions 
the sy st em as ke d for the purpose of modifying the user 
Interface if r e q u i r e d . Once these tests were completed 
modifications, where necessary, were made to FOREX.
e
Tnese teats alav showed that va li dat io n la an Important 
aspc-ct o£ the construction process, A  few errors were 
still detected In thf "ystem.
At this 3tdqi' the tlnal ve rs ion of FOREX was completed. 
It vav now divide] to test the sy st em against actual 
-.ii.rr.. A! ' lii< .i.ithor works at Inland Revenue, he has
arcens tn a wld-- ranqt <-■£ ac tu al c.as*- . A list was
vbtal.iod r.i-.PF on whi -h Inland Revenue officials had
c .ri- ,ici s'r pr'-Mf-m? corceintna the tax implications of
• i .3ni'di't i' ti? i't f t-re 1 qn currencies. These cases were
, .j. p if-K t 1 > ii; ‘ r .j t.t.i- f . ic ts  " f  the  case as s ta te d
: vi .-r’-'i f i . f i t . t  i nud in the £ 1 le s . The
:• . ;• : it [ ...   !>y F.iPEX WAiw compared to the decl-
r i !" f > L'i.iJ.'i ri'iireined. The re su lts of
• • ■- 1 «■: • ■! w- i •!,)» ir, m r t  '.-ipi-:: ll)<* s o lu t io n  p ro -
; • " : ‘ r • !•' v, i ' ;• jn- ii- th*- .'if-c 1 i" i vr. iiiaJe by the
i .  . ::  • r. . - wh-re r hi- n n ’ WKrf. were no t the
' iv.' , •'.>• i . i ! - r - i i '  F. c. :ih ’. bf a t t r  i  huted to  the  fa c t
U .-i> >hp i-x|.“ r f (- - ils i. d l f t n r  J l  tim es as to  what the 
• • • • r rw ' r-. i t i ' i  n i "  j  problem  i r . T h is  is  e s p e c ia l ly
'  rii>‘ i t i  ' h .i;••■i" wli^rt- tht- Irivome Tax Act does no t 
I i r ;t< ' .'u.i where riu i.-vkirl ear.t's e x is t .
'liver, f.iie vet y n.irmw dnmriin .mil nmall knowledge base of 
I' w.i; rn! very d U f l r u l t  to validate the system. 
The n.ii ure- 'if the ilwnuiin al:;u as'.lstcd in the validation 
i-rot In t.he d->m.un of tox there are a limited number
of conclusions. For example, an amount Is either taxabi- 
or not taxable or It Is de du cti bl e or not deductible. No 
other possibilities exist. It Is therefore concluded 
that the validation of any Income tax based expert 
system should not present problems with regard to the 
completeness o£ the knowledge base. Problems ma y however 
arise as to correctness, es pe cia ll y in those areas where 
u ncertainty and disagreement as to the correct tax c o n ­
sequence exists among experts. In the case of FOREX 
these problems only effect a ve ry small percentage of 
transaction types. This should not effect the expert 
system's utility.The systems should be designed in such 
a way that when an answer Is given in an area of u n c e r ­
tainty, the system mentions the uncertainty, the a l te r­
native so lution and the most li ke ly correct answer. This 
feature has been incorporated into FOREX In the area 
where disagreement among experts exists.
Thf following chapter will present a sample consultation 
using the completed system.
This chapter de scribes a sample co ns ult at ion wi th the 
completed sy st em F O R E X . Once the sy st em has be en loaded 
the following sc re en appears:
"Welcome to f o r e x . This consultation de te rmi ne s the 
tax co ns equ en ces of transactions In fo re ign 
currencies. F o ll ow the Instructions at the b o t t o m  o£ 
the screen. Answer the questions tr ut hfu ll y else a 
Incorrect answer ma y be given, Answers to qu estions 
may be given by either typing the answer and keying
CB nt er1 or by selecting the answer from the menu
presented, pressing [Enter) followed by [End].
Should you wish to k n o w  wh y a question Is be in g as ke d 
enter 1/3). If you wish to know how a answer was 
arrived at, enter 1/21 and then Indicate which
variable you are querying (either tax effect or rate).
Press any ke y to continue."
This is followed by:
"is the purpose of the consultation:
l/,to dete rmi ne whether profits or losses ar is ing 
out of foreign cu rr enc y transactions are taxable/ 
de du ctible/not taxable/not deductible OR
2),to de termine which rate of exchange to use 
when translating foreign currency tr an sac ti ons 
for tax purposes OR
3 ) .To de termine the tax consequences of t r a n s a c ­
tions in forward exchange contracts (FBC's)
Answer 2 Is selected.
The consultation now breaks off for a few seconds while 
another file is loaded. The consultation continues:
"Enter the Rand amount at which the liab ili ty was 
Initially re corded in the accounting records:"
145 000 is entered.
The expert s y st em re sponds with:
"Enter the amount o£ Rands that were required to repay 
the liability or, if unpaid, then the foreign cu rrency 
amount owing translated at the year-end rate of e x ­
change:''
165 100 is entered.
"For what purposes were the funds 
liability used?
stock plant s mach ine ry
working capital property 
expenses loans made
The user oE the sy st em responds with t/3whyl. Wh y is the 
question being as ke d? The s y st em responds:
"The question is being asked because:
The underlying nature of the transaction is one of the 
factors which determines the tax consequence.
Press any key to continue."
The answer "expenses" lu se lected from the menu.
"Has the amount due on the li ability been paid or is 
it still owing?
paid still owing "
"still owing" is se lected as the answer.
"When was the li ability incurred? 
this year other
Selected "this year".
The consultation now responds:
"The expenditure is to be quantified using the year-
of the foreign
equipment
Investments
.i
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eni rate of exchange By Implication no ad ju stm en t Is 
necessary If the loss relates to expenditure. The 
effect on taxable Income Is the same wh et her the 
expense Is sh ow n at the co rr ect value or If a loss on 
exchange Is cl ai med as a deduction, if the liability 
relates to stock an adjustment will be nece ssa ry to 
the value of cl os ing stock to the extent that closing 
stock Is on hand. Refer to Caltex Oil v s.I.R.
The unrealised revenue loss of 20 100 Is deductible 
CNF 100.
Press any key to continue."
It can be noted that the sy st em has given the answer 
(second last line) and has expanded by pr oviding a 
further explanation. The answer also restates the facts 
of the particular case; I.e. "unrealised" "revenue" 
"loss" which is quantified. The CNF 100 means a 
confidence factor In the answer of 100%.
At this stage the user wants to know how the answer was 
arrived at. He enters !/2howi. The sy st em responds with:
"Which variable are you enquiring about?
The variable "tax effect" Is selected. The s y st em shows:
"The loss Is deductible because the court held In the 
case of Ca lt ex Oil v SIR that expenditure must be 
accounted tor at the end of the year of assessment. 
Therefore an y expenditure in foreign cu rr enc ie s is 
quantified by using the rate of exchange ru li ng at the 
end of the year of as se ssm en t,”
The co ns ult at ion is continued by pressing an y key. 
"Do you wish to have a further consultation?
/
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Enter " y es ",
"Does the next co ns ult at ion concern:
1 ) .Taxabllity/deductlblllty or transaction In 
foreign liabilities OR
2). Other transactions,
The user selects "2",
The sy st em breaks for a few seconds while a It chains to 
the original beginning. [Refer to the begin of fcl-.v 
consultation documented.) as can be seen the sy st em 
ask two types of questions. The one type controls the 
search di rection and operations of the system, while the 
oth r type requests the Information on which the system 
makes its decision.
The system re sponds when It Is asked why It Is asked a 
question as well as ho w it arrived at a answer. The 
latter facility is however not very understandable as 
the system asks the user which variable he Is enquiring 
about. Should the user not kn ow now the VP-Expert shell 
operates It Is doubtfull whether he will obtain an 
answer. This weakness of the explanatory interface has 
been commented on previously (refer chapter 8).
This re search report has documented the de ve lop me nt of a 
Income tax based expert system. The system, named FOREX, 
is in the domain of the taxation consequences of t r an s­
actions In foreign cutrenclos. The s y st em was de veloped 
with the purpose of providing practical guidelines for 
others who wish to de ve lop their own expert syftems not 
necessarily In the tax domain. The research addressed:
1.The knowledge acqulstlon p r o c e s s .
2.The encoding o£ the knowledge.
3 .The utility oE using a expert s y st em s h e l l .
The paper first examined the co nc ept of expert systems. 
The de t inltlun <arid features of a expert sy st em were 
dlsmstgfr.i. The comporients of a typical sy st em vere ex a­
mined , The tasks whiqh expert systems perfnrm, the 
advantages dnd tht- limitations of such systems were also
Vdrious expert systems In the do ma in of income tax, 
which had be-n Identified In the literature, were d i s ­
cussed. It wap noted that most systems have very na rr ow 
domains and that not many systems have been de veloped to 
dale. It is suggested that this ma y be because the 
technology of expert systems Is not yet wi de ly enough
expert systems
/
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known and that there are a t m  pr actical problems In
applying the technology.
11.2.The do ma in of Income tax
The paper then examined the intended domain for FOREX, 
namely South African income tax with specific reference 
to transactions in foreign currencies. The sources of 
knowledge were di scussed as were the nature and types of 
problems on which experts were c o n s u l t e d . It was found 
that important sources included wr it ten works such as
text books, law case reports and ar ticles is well as
human experts. It was also found that the knowledge In
the domain (as contained for ex am ple in the Income Tax
Act) was ea si ly encodeable into If/Then rule format.
i 1 . T.Knowledge a c q u is it io n  and e l i c i t a t i o n  
11. 3 .1 .Extipr t  id e n t l  H c d t ion
The Initial stage of the knowledge acquisition process 
is the identification of the real experts. It was found 
that this presented some p r ob lem s. The level of ex pe r­
tise of all available practitioners was not at the 
required l e v e l . The Identification of proper experts was 
found to be a crucial first step of the knowledge ac qu i­
sition and elicitation process.
The interviewing technique was used to ac qu ire much of 
the required knowledge. It was however found that In the
/
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do ma in of tax, mu ch of the initial knowledge co ul d be 
extracted from written work such as text books, law case 
reports and written articles. The technique of d e c o m ­
posing the knowledge into subproblems was found to be 
v e i . useful. This proved useful when checking c o m p l e t e ­
ness of the knowledge as well as later, when encoding 
the kn o w l e d g e ,
1 1 .3 .3.ValIdatlon of elicited knowledge
it can be recommended that the ac quired knowledge be 
validated before encoding commenc s. This will preclude 
incorrect kn owledge from being included in the data-base 
of the system, confirmation of the elicited information 
w l ‘h experts and testing against wr itten theoretical 
works were found to be effective techniques of va li da­
ting the elicited kn o w l e d g e .
In the domain of tax the knowledge is often biased, in 
that the experts seek to obtain the most favourable tax 
effect, in this case the knowledge was validated by 
obtaining expert and theoretical confirmation.
1 1 . 3 . 4 .Practit loners as system developers
It was found that it Is an advantage if the system 
developer is a practitioner in the domain. This aids in 
the understanding of the domain sp ecific terms as well 
as in ensuring the completeness and accuracy of the 
acquired kn o w l e d g e .
0
11.4.Encoding o£ • 1 '^■1 knowledge
The acqvited knowledg- was encoded ea si ly Into If/Then 
rule format. This part of the kn owledge encoding process 
presented no problems, it was however found that It Is 
Important to create a proper control st ructure for the 
problem solving p r o c e s s . The so lution developed was to 
use a hierarchical organisation structure al on g the 
lines of the tree d i ag ram developed du ri ng the kn owledge 
acquisition p r o c e s s .
11.5.ut il ity of using a shell
Using an off-the-shelf shell presented no p r o b l e m s . The 
ah e l ’ Is easy to use and the sy st em development was 
accomplished fairly quickly. It can be concluded that 
u: vug a shell in system development Is a viable route 
ir .r  laymen In expert sy st em technology to follow.
1 1 .c ■ Val H a t  Inu the rvsti-ni
FOREX was validated In three s t a g e s . Fi rstly the de ve lo­
per performed random tests to co n f i r m  the ac curacy of 
the end conclusion*, while de ve lop in g the system. The 
sy st em was then tested against hypothetical cases p r e ­
pared by the domain ex p e r t s . The experts also performed 
the tests so that the user interface could oe tested. 
Once all adjustments had been finalised, the sy st em was 
tested by the developer against actual cases contained 
In the files of Inland Revenue.
/
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ll.S.summary
This research has shown th=.t it is fairly ea sy for a 
layman In expert system technology to develop a system 
wi th in his do ma in of expertise using an expert sy st em 
s h e l l , The av ai lab il ity of expert sy st em shells makes 
the technology easily a c c e s s i b l e . The knowledge in this 
case could be extracted from written works and inter­
viewing techniques could be e m p l o y e d . This particular 
mix might not be appropriate in other situations. Id en­
tifying the real experts may present some pr ob lem s. An 
area for future research which has been identified is 
the lengthy process of acquiring the knowledge. This Is 
a b'. tt len-.-ok in the development of uxpert s y s t e m s . 
Fi na lly experience in this research supports the recom­
mendation that expert systems be developed for very 
ridr r uw dvmainr,. This makes the development easier . The 
knowledge that is to be acquired is kept to manageable 
levelp, the encoding j.-ocess is mad* easier, the system 
control structure can be kept simple and validation is 
made more certain.
11.7 .Further t>c,ssibl 1 it les
The author envisages that expert systems can be c o n ­
structed for the whole domain of income tax by co ns tru c­
ting numerous autonomous systems in various na rr ow sub- 
domains with ultimately a separate s y st em to control the 
selection of the appropriate sy st em foi a consultation.
/
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